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Foster and Monetize Small
Business Relationships
Small businesses and nonprofits
need a frictionless customer
payments experience. Autobooks
empowers them to send digital
invoices, accept online payments
and automate bookkeeping tasks
through CSI’s digital banking platform.
This integrated solution streamlines
cash flow management, providing
your small business customers with
the speed and convenience that
differentiates your institution from
traditional and emerging competitors.

Simplify Online Payment Acceptance for Small Businesses
As online transactions become the norm, small businesses and nonprofits seek more efficient ways to process them.
Autobooks streamlines cash flow management by leveraging:
• D
 igital Invoices
Small businesses can issue digital invoices, enabling
their customers to pay them online. Business owners
can also set up automated recurring invoices, reminders
and late fees. Each invoice includes your financial
institution’s logo.
• O
 nline Payment Forms
Business owners can share their secure, online
payment form with customers through a “Pay Now”
button, as a standalone link in an SMS message,
through social media and more.

The Benefits of Autobooks
Autobooks increases non-interest fee income, deposits and lending opportunities for your institution. By providing the
tools that companies must otherwise obtain from non-bank providers, Autobooks enables the following:
Increased Deposits
Deposits and transactions flow through your
institution rather than being stored in nonbank accounts or processed through an
external business debit card or virtual wallet.
Seamless Integration
Autobooks differentiates your institution
from the competition by offering your small
business customers tools that integrate
into your digital banking channels.

Non-Interest Fee Income
When businesses accept payments,
your institution receives part of the
interchange rate.
Reduced Operational Expenses
Autobooks enrollment is entirely online and
only takes minutes for the business owner
to complete. Once the business enrolls, the
Autobooks team provides support.

For more information about Autobooks,
contact your CSI Relationship Manager today!
LET’S TALK!
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